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the history of the ferrari 375 mm pinin farina spider reads like the script for a hollywood feature film. now with less than 30 current owners and representing the only opportunity in decades to acquire one of these incredible ferraris, this exceptional example of just
five-year production is further outstanding with its provenance, racing history, and one-of-a-kind documented period of ownership. with an airtight chain of documented ownership that features just five caretakers, including a current period of care exceeding four

decades, this restored and well-documented 375 mm pinin farina spider is one of the most extraordinarily desirable vintage ferraris to become available in some time, offering rarity, racing provenance, limited ownership, and historic documentation. the cars beautiful
and highly influential one-off coachwork would be immeasurably valuable even without the chassis notable competition pedigree, but the racing record and chain of ownership truly distinguish it from a small and elite handful of such cars. this 375 mm is, bar none, a
benchmark blue-chip ferrari of the highest order, one whose availability is a singular, once-in-a-lifetime event. with an airtight chain of documented ownership that features just five caretakers, including a current period of care exceeding four decades, this restored

and well-documented 375 mm pinin farina spider is one of the most extraordinarily desirable vintage ferraris to become available in some time, offering rarity, racing provenance, limited ownership, and historic documentation. the cars beautiful and highly influential
one-off coachwork would be immeasurably valuable even without the chassis notable competition pedigree, but the racing record and chain of ownership truly distinguish it from a small and elite handful of such cars.
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also, the spyder utility software has preset color spaces that you can select when calibrating to eliminate looking at the colors on your screen, as well as the ability to repeat the
measurements yourself from the convenience of your pc. the utility software also allows you to save and adjust the calibration settings for future use. if you're on a budget, i'd go
for the i1display pro. the accessories it includes are a 12 bit colorimeter, calibration card and extra cable. my i1display pro also has an auto white balance feature that works fine
in normal lighting, but fails in low light. note also that the i1display pro can be controlled with a usb cable or wifi, which you can't do with the spyderx pro. its the same model with
different software and a slightly different hardware. it has 10 bit color and it's cheaper (usd 89) than the spyderx pro. sincere thank you to spyder for making my review possible.

i haven't used a spyderx for a while and it's hard to understand your price range. i have no doubt they know what they are doing, but i'd be interested in a review without
expectations in order to have a better understanding of what spyderx is all about. p.s: the white balance shown in the photo above is not the factory default. on the right side of

the photo is a control panel where you can fiddle with the white balance using spyderv2 or directly using the i1display pro. use the buttons to alternate between one of the preset
white balance value you can find in the display settings. you can easily adjust your camera to match the particular room lighting conditions through an application. do it carefully

though, as the display shows the settings you are adjusting. 5ec8ef588b
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